
Integrated Gift Cards vs. Credit Cards
When attending to issues that concern gift cards, there are certain differences that must 
be acknowledged to separate their similarity to credit cards. First and foremost is the 
knowledge that a gift card is not tied to a bank account; but in fact, a limited amount 
of funds. This may seem like a very simple observation at the onset, but it becomes 
important to figure this into any fix that involves voids or refunds. For example, some 
merchant processors charge a fee for every swipe made on the card itself. This means 
that any balance checks, voids, or refunds are charging an additional $.20-$.65 per 
swipe, regardless of how the transaction is ultimately resolved. 

To further illustrate, let’s say that a customer has three dollars left on their card, and they 
go into the salon wanting to buy a product for $2.50. They are unsure as to how much is 
left on the card because they haven’t used it for a while, so they ask the receptionist to 
check the balance on the card terminal. The receptionist swipes the card, and it shows a 
balance of three dollars. “Nice, I can afford to pay for this lovely comb you have here for 
$2.50 then!” the customer gleefully exclaims. But when the transaction is run through, it 
shows insufficient funds. Why? It’s because the very act of checking the balance via the 
swiper cost the customer $.55. And furthermore, this last failed transactional swipe cost 
an additional $.55 as well, dropping the balance down even more!

This is not the case for all gift card processors, but it is widespread enough to where any 
support measures should be performed with this knowledge in the back of one’s mind. 
Almost all SVS and ValueTech cards have an 800 number on the back of them where 
the customer can check the balance for free. Often times this is not communicated to 
the customer when they purchase the card, and the fact that many merchant processors 
charge per swipe is completely unknown to the salon staff as well. 

This is why all technical support steps performed should be as non-impactive of on 
the actual card itself. Use the 800 number. You can also look up which you need in the 
database via the admin console as well. “Test swipes” with the customer’s card should 
be avoided at all costs, and if the salon does not have a test card already set up, take the 
time to explain the importance of one.


